SILENT POOL

Silent Pool Gin is a classic gin at heart, full
bodied and fresh with depth, clarity and
flavour. A rich and clean juniper-driven spirit,
Silent Pool Gin is produced using 24 botanicals
and the cool, clear spring-water from the
Silent Pool itself. Floral notes of lavender and
chamomile combine with the freshness of
citrus, grounded with the subtle sweetness of
local honey, to create a well-balanced gin that
is both traditional and refreshingly individual
in nature.
Perfect Serve: Wedge of lime – tonic & ice

EDEN MILL

Beer meets gin and whisky here. Making all three
lets them design recipes for one with subtle
influences from the other two. Beer aged in
whisky barrels. Gin made from hops. Possibilities
are limited only by imagination. So you never
know just what they’ll do next.
Oak: Orange slice & star anise – tonic & ice
Love: Pink grapefruit – tonic & ice
Hop: Lemon slice – tonic & ice

MONKEY 47

Distilled from 47 predominantly unusual but
regional botanicals such as lingonberries and
blended with natural spring water.

CAORUNN

Carefully handcrafted in the Scottish Highlands,
Caorunn expertly infuses five locally foraged gin
botanicals. Artisanal and small batch, beautifully
mixing the rugged charm of Speyside with the
urban sophistication of modern Scotland.
Perfect Serve: Apple - tonic & ice

Perfect Serve: Orange peel - tonic & ice

WILLIAMS GB

Infused juniper buds and berries to ensure that
they distil the driest gin possible, followed by wild
botanicals including; cinnamon, nutmeg, ginger,
almond, coriander, cardamom, cloves, liquorice
and lemon to ensure a distinct and robust flavour.
Perfect Serve: Lemon peel, fresh ginger, tonic & ice

BULLDOG

An independent spirit born of an independent
spirit, BULLDOG is the vision of Anshuman Vohra,
who, having grown up in the eclectic world of his
globetrotting career-diplomat father, acquired
a taste for the rare and exotic and a passion for
gin. A passion which would ultimately manifest
itself in his quest to create a premium white
spirit, perfectly balancing the modern and
traditional.
Perfect Serve: Pink grapefruit - lemon twist & ice

PICKERINGS

A spectacularly smooth and flavoursome gin
, Pickerings gin is based on an original Bombay
recipe, handwritten on a fragment of paper dated
17 July 1947. Kept as a family secret for over 66
years, it only resurfaced in 2013 when Matt and
Marcus began distilling at Summerhall.
Perfect Serve: Pink grapefruit, ice & tonic

Distilled in the shadow of Edinburgh castle,
this gin is crafted from the finest quality
grain spirit with a unique blend of Scottish
botanicals. A classic gin with a citrusy nose, a
subtle note of Heather and a burst of juniper.
Best enjoyed as a classic gin and tonic with a
zesty orange twist.
Perfect Serve: Orange twist - tonic & ice

A blend of the purest four-times-distilled spirit and a
hand picked selection of four botanicals, London Dry
Gin offers uniquely balanced gin experience. Said
to have been Frank Sinatra’s preferred gin, London
Dry’s edge and sophistication have long made it a
favourite with the stars in fashion, film and music.
Tanqueray’s iconic bottle design is a contemporary
update of the original 1948 design, which in turn,
was inspired by the shape of a classic cocktail shaker.
The famous Tanqueray family crest embossed on the
glass of each bottle features a pineapple, a historic
symbol of hospitality and warm welcome.
Perfect Serve: Lime wedge – tonic & ice

HENDRICK’S

Hendrick’s wondrous botanical signature consists
of flowers, roots, fruits, and seeds from the world
over. They function to complement and set the
stage for their delicious duet of infusions: rose
petal and cucumber.
Perfect Serve: Cucumber – tonic & ice

BOMBAY

Passionate about producing the finest gin
possible; which is why the creation of Bombay
Sapphire is truly unique. Whilst ordinary gins boil
their botanicals directly in the spirit to achieve
their flavour, the taste of Bombay Sapphire is
created through the Vapour Infusion process.
The 10 precious botanicals used in their gin are
held separate from the spirit in perforated copper
baskets, and when the heated vapours rise, the
distinctive flavour of the botanicals is released.
The result? A complex aromatic liquid that
delivers a broader, more balanced flavour.
Perfect Serve: Lemon – tonic & ice

TANQUERAY NO.TEN

EDINBURGH

TANQUERAY

Tanqueray No. Ten gin takes its name from
‘Tiny Ten’, the nickname of the small copper pot
still where every drop is produced, but there is
nothing minor about its flavour. The only gin
made using whole citrus fruit, including white
grapefruit, lime, and orange, along with juniper,
coriander, and a hint of chamomile flowers.
Tanqueray No. TEN has been developed with
ultimate martini in mind.

BOË

Perfect Serve: Pink grapefruit – tonic & ice

Perfect Serve: Orange wedge – tonic & ice

Boë Superior Gin is lovingly created in small
batches under the watchful eye of their Master
Distiller, where 13 rare hand picked botanicals
and spices are infused in the finest neutral
grain spirit, liberating the full flavours of triple
filtered Boë Superior Gin, creating a high class
gin, characteristically citrus with extraordinary
balance and smoothness.

ALL £3.50 - INCLUDES TONIC

